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SPAMTIONARY

1.1 Original skull of 'Mrs. Ples', Transvaal Museum, Pretoria

1.2 Original skull of 'Mrs. Ples', Transvaal Museum, Pretoria – compressed

SPAMTIONARY

plesloyalossy / [ˈpleʒlɔɪəllos-ee] (adjective)
Devotion or faithfulness although misfortune or bad
luck occurs. Ples refers to Mrs. Ples, the popular
nickname for the most complete skull of an Australopithecus africanus specimen ever found in South
Africa – dead but still preserved.
It also refers to digital culture, where many types of
digital data are compressed in a way that reduces the
size of a computer file almost beyond recognition
(known as lossy compression).
This term spread via spam e-mail in 2012 and quickly became a common expression for the antagonism
of loss and loyalty joint in one person, environment,
device, situation etc.

Workshop Report
Raimundo (André) Castro

The Booklet

The booklet you are either holding or staring at is the result of a workshop
titled Spam Publishing. Spam Publishing was one of the four Post-digital
Publishing Workshops, focused on DIY publishing, which took place at
Transmediale 2013.
The following lines will be dedicated to an overview of the workshop and its
outcomes.

The Workshop Description

The workshop revolved around a simple task: “Create writing and hybrid
media publications from your junk mail folder”. We wanted to encourage
participants to look at spam messages as something more than digital junk.
We wanted participants to detect the small and hidden details contained
within email spam messages, at the anomalies, at reoccurring elements. Once
these elements were found we then proposed an investigation to explore
these traces further. The findings of this process were compiled into a ‘spam
portrait’ occupying two A5 sheets. In order to gather together all the portraits
we decided upon a ‘bestiary’ as our hosting format. A compendium of beasts
is a platform where spam beasts find a space to take off their clothes and let
themselves be portrayed in their naked state.

Workshop Evaluation

If I make a quick evaluation, I would easily consider that the workshop was
a positive experience. To begin with, the workshop gave me the chance to
articulate my thoughts around why am I interested in spam, what findings
I have made so far about its nature, and what I expect to get from it, as the
subject of my inquiry.
Another reason that made me walk out of the workshop room with a smile
across my face was the collaboration with Silvio Lorusso. Silvio brought to
the project a good dose of pragmatism and enthusiasm: “Let’s do it! Yes, a
booklet!”. And along with it, his interest in the remediation of digital materials
into analog formats prompted the following questions: What changes does the
content undergo when its container changes? Is our view upon that content
also transformed? Will we see other sides to spam upon remediation by print?
Then the third part of the equation, the participants, came into the play. Their

enthusiasm contaminated the atmosphere of whole workshop, and ideas
began circulating at light-speed. Each one seemed to have a slightly different
reason for having joined the workshop, but common to all was the will to get
below the surface of unsolicited emails. Different areas of investigation were
delineated, as follows:
Die Vopan Brueder gave themselves the task of finding a botnet that could be
bought in order to spam a large (very large) number of addresses. Making their
way through Russian web-forums, the Vopan Brothers eventually located an
individual who advertised access to a botnet dedicated to spam. A contact to
his ICQ number and a transaction was what was needed in order to seal the
deal. Unluckily the Bothers forgot their bitcoin card at home, so no spamming
could be carried out this time.
Being notified of a lottery win via email is a frequent occurrence for some of
us, even for those who don’t play it. That wasn’t the case for Dave Dawes, a
lottery enthusiast who won the British Jackpot Lottery. Out of sheer generosity
he is willing to donate a percentage of his fortune to you. Dave made a collage
of the various steps in his path to fortune through several news clippings.
Congratulations Dave! Hopefully this publication will help you find someone
worth your generosity.
Another approach was taken by ADARAM SALAT, the daughter of the
founder of Moro Islamic Liberation Front. ADARAM expressed her doubts on
the efficiency of Facebook to promote her father’s cause. Although she owns
five Facebook accounts and was an avid spammer, not many responses were
making it to her. This time ADARAM decided to join this publication and try
a new platform from which to promote her cause. Let’s hope it helps.
noyan dug through their inboxes, searching back to 2007, looking for whatever
spam had remained. A number of historical viagra adverts were found. The
same visual formula branded these emails: A colorful text-box with misspelled
“viagra” in capitals. At the bottom of each email a short text kept appearing,
in small font-size, and with no apparent sense or reason to be present. Upon
searching these cryptic text fragments, noyan found out they were extracts
from War and Peace, The Holy Bible, and A Feast for Crows. noya had
discovered a case of Spam Lit, a spam technique in which literary texts are
introduced into the email body, in order to fool the spam filter into thinking
a friend with literary inclinations, and probably a psychological disturbance,

decided to email some fresh prose. Noyan’s venture capitalistic spirit saw
this formula as both an innovative advertisement technique for books, and
as a resource for literacy programs. Soon enough, these beautiful ads will be
adopted in large scale, and sell billions of Dan Brown’s and Paulo Coelhos.
RoSa MenKmAN’s paranormal visionary soul foresaw a future world where
spam messages will be fed into karaoke machines. Dancing to electrifying
rhythms, looking at color-exploding images, and singing to Dr. Oz’s lyrics will
transport us into a world of red raspberries and protein-regulated metabolisms.
Here bodies are perfect, weight is something of the past, and a smile is a must.
Vivian and Inga Schlömer also began by excavating their inboxes in search
for oddities. A strange and cryptic email was found. The message consisted
of composite words with no easily identifiable meaning, plus a broken link.
Their findings brought the Schlömers to initiate the Spamtionary, creating as
its first entry the term “plesloyalossy”. To the moment, this was the email’s
only deciphered term, bearing reference to Mrs. Ples’ devotion to lossy
compression.

Conclusion

As previously mentioned, the explorations and discussions undertaken
during the workshop brought up a few interesting ideas and a broad range
of questions around the topic of spam. Spam’s archeology and its constant
metamorphosis were two of the most prominent subjects. Changes in spam
appear to take place quite suddenly, dramatically and on a global scale. Why
did penis enlargement spam stop arriving in our mailboxes? Why was this
spam disappearance felt at roughly the same time? Does it imply that the
majority of spam is centralized? Or is it highly networked, generated by a
myriad of small groups, aware of each other’s movements, following and
appropriating the latest spam trend? And since change is a constant, how
important is to register those shifts? Does spam’s cultural value justify such
an effort? And why do such questions arise in our minds in the first place? Is
it due to the authorless nature of spam? Is it because its creative strategies are
contaminated by money-extorting intentions?
The wide appeal of spam is also puzzling. Why are so many people curious
about it? Why do we not simply treat these texts simply as internet debris?
Perhaps there is something that hooks us to them. Perhaps is the fact that these

intimate and confessional emails are entrusted to us, as a result of our good
will and honesty. Perhaps is the desire to be told these stories infused with
magic spells, distant lands, princesses and kings, and abundant wealth. And no
doubt most of us see them as a fictitious, but could it be that we half-believe
in them? That we take on a suspension of disbelief because we want to be told
these stories, stories which offer opportunities to cast us in the role of heroes
and saviors in a spam fantasy world populated by murdered business men,
corrupt politicians, seductive women, and generous account managers?
– Raimundo (André) Castro

A Word of Thanks

We’d like to thank all the participants for their inspiring and devoted
contributions, Florian Cramer for having invited us to take part in the Postdigital Publishing program of Transmediale 2013, Sebastian Schmieg and
Anna Okrasko for their hospitality, Liz Allan for patiently proofreading
this text. Last but not least, thanks to the Piet Zwart Institute (in the human
forms of Leslie Robbins, Simon Pummel, and Steve Rushton) for making our
presence at Transmediale possible.
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Postcards

my profile and new
photos are here

Svetlana sent new
message for you

yours In Love,
Miss Gift

My name is Miss Gift, As I whisper my prayer tonight and went
into search for a nice friend in () I came across your contact,My
mind and my heart told me to contact you for friendship, A friend
who truly understand his or her friend and share their feelings
together. please kindly accept my request, I believe that distance
can never be a barrier but let's love connect us because love is a
bridge that connected far distance to be close to each
other,contact me on my private email (gift_willson@yahoo.com
)I will send my pictures to you immediately i receive your reply

Hello My Dearest,

Blessings Raul.

3. Disasters coming to earth, will help humans avoid these coming disasters by taking these humans to another place of
safety.

2. Over population and will transport many humans to another world.

1. Humans are a DNA test experiment and they are our creators.

Some theories about their lies.

What ever lie is told by these aliens should be ignored, people should seek the Holy bible and Jesus while there is still
time.

Once people enter the ships they will find out to late that they just entered the butcher shop and will be on their menu.

She was shown that many people around the world entered the alien ships and once inside the aliens ate the humans flesh
raw and will even drink their blood.

She saw millions of alien ships around earth, circular shaped. Victoria was told in the dream these aliens will lie to get
people in their ships, she was made to understand by the Lord that in no way should these ships be entered. They the aliens
are liars. She was shown the weapons inside the ships and after humans entered the alien ships these weapons will be used
to kill the humans.

My daughter almost 7, named Victoria, had a dream she was with the Lord this Sunday June 26th.

July 5, 2011

Mark Brander, Canada

In the third dream the sky again was filled and I was yelling at people
(mostly young people) telling them not to get on the craft but they
would not listen.

In the second dream the sky was filled with them again many different
types but mostly circular. In this dream two creatures in hooded robes
came walking up to me and I rebuked them in the name of Jesus. They
then turned and fled.

I have had several dreams about aliens filling the skies with different
sizes and shapes of crafts. In the first dream I saw a ufo taking off that
had windows around the craft. Looking closer I saw a number of
humans looking out the windows, they had very sad looks on their
faces as though they had realized the big mistake they had made.

My hot neighbor came
knocking on my door
craving for more after
trying my huge
manhood the other night

My name is karmela,24 years old, Since my childhood I was having extra weight, very extra, I loved eating too much
various foods who they make me increased weight day after day, and I can't never stop. Until I got to the age of 18 years,
the cursory was very bad and I'm ashamed of appearing in front of people, it feels really devastated. I can't wear clothes
that I love plus I can't find it for me. On the other hand I suffered from cholesterol and hypertension Non-chronic. Become
isolated from the people, no friends no intimate relationships because people's comments about cursory, already I'm
ashamed of myself, was my life as hell… So I decided to change my life, make it better, I don't want to live like this, I
want a Beautiful cursory, I want to wear narrow pants and beautiful dresses. I want to have my intimate relationships as all
people simply decided to restore my life.
Tired at the beginning, I read a lot about ways to lose weight, foods to eat and stay away from others or minimize, and
appropriate sports which help to burn fat better and fast. Hard to get a good result in a short time, it needs patience, strong
will, persistence, and not despair. But I knew I can do that I will succeed. I learned not to believe false ads, they say to lose
weight in one week that I bought this product, for sale sports machine or Weight loss products. Because when you buy and
short time passes without any apparent change, you get frustrated and be disappointed, And feel it‘s nothing that can help
you or solve your problem. So do what you see fit not to believe false ads, armed with patience and determination,
working on loses your weight from all sides, Low-fat foods and calories, global food systems, practice of different sports,
Regular walking, With determination and continue you get good results and you can do it. This is what happened with me,
after that I got the best way to lose weight, I continue them and did not never feel despair. I was thinking always in the
objective, in my beautiful configurable and to live a happy life…I noticed that the good results began to appear on my
body, Fat less every day, Is my body appears and takes his natural form after that was distorted and Fat stacked
everywhere. I got a body always dreamed. People praise my cursory and my figure, Asked how I can make this change.
That wasn't a surprise for me it took time and effort, but if the result was satisfactory, the time and effort and all difficulties
are not worth anything to result.
In this period some people tried to embrace me, people who have the same problem-Excess weight- They asked me about
the program that I followed, and they advised me to share my experience with others for they will benefit greatly. That's
what prompted me to write this primary article to tell the people who suffering from excess weight about my experience.
There will be other articles tell you about what you must do to get the body you want.

Yours Faithfully,
Mr Peter Hayman
ABSA Bank
Johanessbourg,
South Africa.
Tel+27832489498

Thanks,

I await your response.

Immediately you receive this letter. Please indicate your Willingness by sending your information to enable us enter into the official stage
of this transaction.For more Clarification and easy communication. You can as well call my Direct line for further up date
+27832489498.Also Visite our website www.ABSA.CO.ZA

http://www.autoblog.com/2010/10/03/b...-south-africa/
Therefore i require your partnership to stand as his next of Kin to enable me prepare all legal paper works in your name to have the funds
moved out in your name, and if you agree do respond back to me to enable me furnish you with more details as to the way forward in
how this can be achieved.

Before his death he left the sum of 22Million Usd with the ABSA Bank of South Africa were currently work as a banker, and all attempt
to communicate with him Family was no no avail, and he never included any next of Kin on this account and until now no one has steped
forward to lay claims on the entire funds The Below Link will give you an insigt of his story.

I am Peter Hayman,Personal banker and account officer to the late UWE Gamballa who was murdered in South Africa, before his death
he was the CEO of porsche Motors. My urgent need for a foreign partner that made me to contact You for this transaction. I got your
contact from yahoo Tourist search while I was searching for a foreign partner. As this message might meet you in utmost surprise.
However, it All just sure of your capability. And reliability to champion This business opportunity when I prayed to good Lord about you.

Dear Friend,

Mrs. Anna Kennedy.

You are blessed.

Email: (barristerbarney.gabriel@ yahoo.com)
Telephone: +447024026499

Barrister Barney Gabriel(esq)

I am currently sending you this mail from my sick bed in the hospital. My husband earned these funds, Ten million
eight hundred thousands united state dollars (10,800,000.00 USD) but he died in a plane crash and left everything
behind for me and I will join him soon due to my ill health.
Due to my infertility resulting from medical problems I became barren. God has a reason for everything. I would
want you to contact my lawyer; he will inform you on what to do. Contact him with the below details:

Actually when I heard from the doctor that my condition has become so
critical, I had to reach out to a Christian sister, who assisted me in
searching for your contact in order to help me utilize this wealth the way I am going to instruct herein, and even
the sister that helped me in this regard doesn't know the purpose for which I intend to use it I have prayed about it
and it has been revealed to me that you can make judicious use of the resources for its intended purpose.

How are you doing today?. I Mrs Anna Kennedy, and i am currently sending you this mail from my sick bed. I
have to thank God this moment for his direction as regards this mission. God want me to complete this mission
hence, I got your contact. I know you maybe wondering how I got your contact email.

Hello dear friend,

90000
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